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Workshop 1:  
 

SIMPLE PRESENT  
In this workshop, you will learn about the simple present tense, and how to state affirmative, 

negative and interrogative sentences using it. 

 

 
● We   use simple present tense to describe actions or conditions that are usual, habitual 

or permanent.

CRITERIOS PROPUESTOS PARA REALIZAR EL TRABAJO Y SUPERACIÓN DE DIFICULTADES. 

 
Objectives: 
General: Students recognize the structures of the simple present tense. 

Specific objectives: 

● Students are be able to create short sentences with the 

simple present and to use the vocabulary regarding to 

daily routine. 

● Vocabulary about actions and habits 
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“She watches tv every day”                          “They play soccer in the park” 

 

 

 
 
Simple Present Third Person Singular (he-she-it) 
 
 

 
 
 
Exercise #1. 
 
 

 
 
                                            
 



                                                                                                    
 
 
 

STRUCTURE   
 

 
SUBJECT + VERB (S-IES-ES) + COMPLEMENT +EXPRESSION TIME 
                                                                                  Today- Every day- week 
                                                                                                        month-year                                      
 
   I                   drink               a glass of milk    every day 
 
 You                 work               in a factory        every month 
 
She                reads                a book              every night 
 
  He               studies              Spanish         with his friends 
                                    
The cat            plays           with a ball    
  
  We              watch               TV                    every night  
 
  You              do                the workshops       today   
  
 They              go                to the movies     every weekend 
 

 
                                           

 
 Daily Routine 
Exercise #2. 
 

 
                                       

 
 



                                                                                                    

 
2. Simple present Kahoot activity. (practice) 

 

 

This Kahoot is designed to work with simple present, students will find different images, they 

must choose the sentence that corresponds to the image previously displayed 

 

LINK:  https://kahoot.it/challenge/05452919?challenge-id=cf1b34a3-3bc8-44ff-ac92-

75b4298d23d0_1599363028781 

 
INTERROGATIVE FORM – AFFIRMATIVE/NEGATIVE ANSWER 
                                 

      DO   / DOES + SUBJECT+VERB+COMPLEMENT+?      Affirmative            Negative 

                                   
     Do                     You               live              in Cali?          Yes, I do                No, I don´t 
     Does                 She               read            a book?         Yes, She does       No, She doesn’t 
     Does                 He                watch              TV?            Yes, He does         No, He doesn´t 
     Do                   They               buy             a house?        Yes,They do          No, They don´t 
 

 
 

Exercise # 3. Change the following sentences to interrogative form 

 

 

 

1. They play soccer every day.  

2. David works in a factory.  

3. She goes to bed early.  

4. Ann   does the homework every day.  

5. Robert drinks a glass of milk.  

6. We clean our bedroom every weekend.  

7. You wash your car every month.  

8. The cat plays with a ball  

9. They study English every month.  

10.  I take a shower every day.  

 

                                                                                                                           
 

✓ Interrogative Form. Wordwall activity (practice) 
 

                        This wordwall is designed to organize sentences in interrogative form 
                         

                       LINK:  https://wordwall.net/play/4094/567/465    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://wordwall.net/play/4094/567/465


                                                                                                    
 
 
  

3. Reading 
 
                          Exercise #4. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 



                                                                                                    

WH Questions. Structure 
       

 
 

         What           do           you       do              every afternoon? 
                  Where         does       she       live? 
    
Exercise #5                
 

 

 
 


